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Columnist in Faro 

December celebrations and January hard work 

 

ue to the fact that Zeezwaluw would be on the hard at the Nave Pegos yard behind 

closed entrance doors during the holiday month December, the crew had rescheduled 

their plans for Christmas. 

 

Not a celebration with dear 

old friends in Las Palmas as 

expected, but with new 

friends in Faro. It is their 

13th Christmas as live-

aboards so it should 

therefore be a memorable 

one. As it was! 

 

December 25, the live-

aboards at the yard will 

have a BBQ together, 

starting at 1 o’clock to make 

the most out of the sunny 

afternoon. 

 

Chairs were gathered from 

all over the yard and arranged near the waterfront just opposite of the first row of boats. The 

available tables were decorated with paper Christmas tablecloth, just in time for the brought 

avalanche of “boat-made” food & drink.  The BBQ´s were neatly lined up at the edge of the 

“restaurant” area. The men started the BBQ while they chatted until it was time to put the 

meat/fish on them. The live-aboard yard group grew larger when fellow sailors and friends 

arrived from Olhão and Vila Real de San Antonio marina. This international oriented group was 

chatting harmoniously in a diversity of languages. Although the UK-citizen was outnumbered by 

the Dutch this time, mostly we spoke English. There was even a discussion after Ineke asked, 

why the people of The Netherlands are called “Dutch” in the English language. Nobody knew 

exactly why, probably due to an old and forgotten English saying they assumed. 

 

After the food was eaten and the temperature dropped the largest BBQ became a heater. Big 

logs were placed in it. In no time there was a great fire to warm the circle of people while the 

sun went down in splendid colors. It was very late before the couples drifted back to their boats 

and warm cabins. 

Sarah of “Steel Appeal” was intrigued by the question “Why Dutch”. So she started a search on 

the internet. The next morning she had found the proper answer and emailed it to the crew of 

Zeezwaluw. 

 
Why Are People from the Netherlands Called Dutch? 

There are three terms we need to define: Holland, the Netherlands, and 

Dutch. 

In Old English, Dutch simply meant “people or nation.” (This also 

explains why Germany is called Deutschland in German.) Over time, 

English-speaking people used the word Dutch to describe people from 

both the Netherlands and Germany. (At that point in time, in the 

early 1500s, the Netherlands and parts of Germany, along with 

Belgium and Luxembourg, were all part of the Holy Roman Empire.) 

Specifically the phrase “High Dutch” referred to people from the 

mountainous area of what is now southern Germany. 
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“Low Dutch” referred to people from the flatlands in what is now the Netherlands. Within the 

Holy Roman Empire, the word “Netherlands” was used to describe people from the low-lying 

(nether) region (land). The term was so widely used that when they became a formal, separate 

country in 1815, they became the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 

The word “Holland” literally meant “wood-land” in Old English and originally referred to people 

from the northern region of the Netherlands. Over time, it came to apply to the entire 

country. 

If you like to read more about the subject “Dutch”; click here. 

 

At Boxing Day aboard Zeezwaluw, the crew had their own delicious 4-course Christmas dinner 

served on their blue Mepal® plastic plates because the Wedgwood was still underneath the V-

berth, upon which many sails, power tools, and other heavy equipment was stored. 

 

___/)___ 
 

hat about the work progress on Zeezwaluw, you might wonder. Well to be honest, from 

the outside it looks as if the crew did little work the correspondent thought. Nobody 

was around when he came to visit. 

 

So he knocked at the boat to see if the crew was available for a chat. 2 smiling heads popped up 

in the cockpit and he was invited to 

climb onboard. In the cockpit with a 

mug of real coffee he learned the crew 

had been very busy. 

 

The stripped hull was drying-out nicely 

after she had been in the water for 12 

years, except the 3 times of 4 weeks on 

the hard. To measure the humidity of 

the GRP, a special measuring device had 

to be bought. The 50 marked spots over 

the entire (submerged part of the) hull 

are measured every 3-4 days where 

after the numbers are fed into an 

Excel-file. The graphic shows the 

moisture level comes down nicely bit by 

bit. 

 

In the meantime the crew repaired the clearance in the rudder and dismantled the rudder gland 

to change the 30-year old packing inside the stuffing box. To be able to reach that part, the 

cockpit locker had to be emptied completely. Consequently Riens disappeared into the empty 

locker with large tools and WD40 day after day. It was nearly impossible to loosen the bolts 

after 30-years, working in a narrow space in an upside down position. Nevertheless he succeeded 

eventually. 

 

Thereafter it was time for the replacement of the cooling water pump of the good old Perkins 

engine. Inspecting and cleaning 6 bronze seacock’s as well as changing the also 30-

year old seals. The brass connection pieces from seacock to hose were replaced by 

bronze ones, a bit saver and will last longer. While Riens was doing the maintenance 

of all the technical jobs inside, Ineke busied herself at the outside applying epoxy 

and epoxy filler in the scratched spots. Thereafter came the sanding (twice) of the 

hull to make the bottom smooth again. That’s the status of the work for the moment 

learned the correspondent. Next job to do is applying 6 coats of Gelshield 200. 
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Normally it would not be that difficult but speed is 

slowing down due to the 8 supports holding Zeezwaluw. 

Only one set of 2 supports can be released at a time, 

which means only 2 coats of paint underneath one set a 

day. 

 

So it is no rocket science to calculate the amount of 

days needed to apply 6 coats of Gelshield and 3 coats 

of antifouling. 

 

 

It is time consuming; however the crew has great hopes that Zeezwaluw will to be launched at 

the end of February. 

___/)___ 


